Anti-Slip Hi-Traction®

MAT-TRACTION®

Modular and Large Size Gritted Mats

Grit Detail

A Portable Solution For Slips-And-Falls
In Commercial, Industrial, and Offshore
Applications.
SAFEGUARD Technology offers Anti-Slip Floor Mats that can be put
down as large section mats or built in modular configurations for
custom fit applications to help prevent slips and falls. These mats
offer slip resistance, portability, ergonomics, fluid resistance, and
“pass through” design for particle and debris clearing benefits.

www.safeguard-technology.com

Step Covers | Walkway Covers | Ladder Rung Covers | Pipe & Cable Covers | Roll-Traction® | Anti-Slip Mats | Anti-Slip Tapes

Anti-Slip Hi-Traction®

Mat-Traction® combines the ergonomics and mobility of industrial
mats with the renowned Safeguard Technology Anti-Slip system
featuring Fused Alumina Aggregate, to create the perfect solution in
portable safety.

MAT-TRACTION®

Modular and Large Size Gritted Mats

Ergo-Cushion
Thickness

Base Material

Grit Type

Application(s)

Properties

Colors

Sizes

Ultra Soft
Nitrile Rubber
Composite
Sponge

Fused-Alumina
Aggregate

Dry,
Slight overspray
or oil tracking,
assembly lines

Sponge base,
tapered edges,
high comfort,
& anti fatigue

Solid black
or black
with yellow
edging

2’ x 3’

15/16”

3’ x 5’

Ergo-Cushion diamond-plate mats are designed for ergonomic comfort in dry areas with slight
overspray or oil tracking. Combine superior slip prevention with the comfort necessary for long
periods on your feet. Choose from Residential (Extra Fine), Commercial (Fine), or Industrial (Coarse)
grade grit depending on your application. Available colors include solid black or black with yellow
tapered edging to prevent trips.

Interlocking Tiles (Hard or Soft)
Thickness Base Material
7/8”
Hard

7/8”

7/8”
Soft

100%
Silicone-Free
PVC

Grit Type

Fused-Alumina
Aggregate

Application(s)

Properties

Colors

Heavy use and
cart traffic

• Easy to connect 18” tiles,
• Open holes for drainage

Yellow or black
with optional
yellow edging

Wet, overspray,
oil, and Ergonomic comfort

• Easy to connect 18” tiles
• Emphasis on comfort
• Open holes for drainage

Gray with
optional yellow
edging

Sizes
Modular
18” Tiles,
connect tiles
as needed

Interlocking Tiles feature an interlocking flooring system designed for quick assembly, providing
a seamless installation ideal for any size area. Choose from durable HARD tiles, intended for heavy
use and cart traffic areas or SOFT tiles with a softer composition for increased ergonomics and
greater worker comfort during long periods of standing. Choose from Residential (Extra Fine),
Commercial (Fine), or Industrial (Coarse) grade grit depending on your application. HARD tiles are
standard in Black; SOFT in Gray. Optional yellow ramps and corners are available for both.

Gritted Surface
Chemical Resistant

Thickness Base Material
5/8”
CFR

CFR
Compound

5/8”
NBR

100% Nitrile
Compound

Grit Type

Application(s)

Fused-Alumina
Aggregate

Heavy duty, wet,
and chemical
resistant

Properties
CFR - Resist minerals
and oil fluids
NBR - Resists petrobased fluids

Colors

Sizes

Black with
optional black
or yellow
edging

3’x 3’
or custom

High performance Chemical Resistant Mats feature your choice of two rubber compounds
formulated to withstand chemical exposure: CFR (Cutting Fluid Resistant) resists mineral oil-based
cutting fluids and NBR (100% Nitrile) is designed for petrochemical resistance. The concealed
interlocking system presents a flooring configuration that is designed to be quickly assembled and
securely connected, providing a seamless installation ideal for any size area. Choose from Residential
(Extra Fine), Commercial (Fine), or Industrial (Coarse) grade grit size for your application. Chemical
Resistant Mats come standard in black, with optional yellow tapered edging.

Gritted Surface

Optional Edging Ramps
Improve Safety and Visibility - Optional “Safety
Yellow” ramps, edging, and corners available
for the Interlocking Tiles and the Chemical
Resistant CFR & NBR product line.
Optional
yellow edging
for Safeguard Mat line.
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